
Reading Practice: "Stop The Music" - d`ix §w lib §xz  2.3.1

The punctuation marks have been deliberately left out of the reading that follows, in
order  to force you to think about the meaning, as you read.  Write in the necessary
punctuation. Then listen to the audio, paying attention to pauses, etc.  to check if you
did it correctly  (The content of the paragraph is based on dialogue. 2.1.)

i`wixn` hpcehq `Ed cec
la` zixar zv §w rcei `ed
dx§n` dpix xac§n `l `ed
mr cenll dvex `id ik itei

`exwl izcnl" xn` cec cec
xb `l dpix ly cecd "zixar

xb `ed aia`-lza
dcec mr cgi dwixn`a

dxeac

ekp Ÿ̀l e`  oekpo?    2.3.2
Here are some statements about your school/university.  Indicate whether
you feel they are correct or not.  Even though there are unfamiliar words in
some sentences, try to guess which response suits you.

 lk  .1dEvn qEtnwa mixeqtextipimioekp oekp `l
 dix §tiqa mixt §q oi ¥̀   .2(library)oekpoekp `l 

 ze`hiq §x¤aipE` y¥i  .3zelecb xzei oekpoekp `l 
    d¥n  ily dhiqxaipE`(“bigger than”)oekpoekp `l 
  .4d qEtnwddti dfoekp oekp `l 

zix§ar mir§cei mlEk dhiqxaipe`a  .5oekpoekp `l 
zeihpcehq¦n mihpcehq x¥zei y¥i il¤y dzika  .6oekp oekp `l 

zixeqtext mbe xeqtext y¥i dzika  .7oekpoekp `l 
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dphw xir Ÿ̀l milyExi

Group Work -  zevEa§w¦A dcear  2.3.3                       

Working in small groups is an excellent way to get lots of practice in speaking and
listening.  As you work together, avoid using English.  If you're not sure how to say
something - Take risks... After all you're among friends!  It is to be expected that
beginners will make some mistakes. Please bring a printout of this exercise to class.

And when you forget whose turn it is.  Be sure to ask: xezd in l¤y? 

Read these statements aloud.  Then declare either:

.1 oekp    ,.2 oekp `l     ,.3 ©r¥cei `l ip`         4 .zrcei `l ip`

  .dlec§b xir dit§l¤¤clit                     

  .l ¥̀ x§U¦i¦n cec                     

 .milyExi¦n dp §tc                     

¤l`d z¤̀ cnl cec  .dpix m¦r zi¥a-                     

  .mixedl azk cec                     

  .az§kin da§zk dpix                     

  zix§a¦r z¤x¤Ac§n dpix                     

  .dwix¤n`¥n `Ed¤y gky cec                     

Eh §q ceccEv§n hpioi  .                       

ce`§n h §̀l z ¤x¤Ac§n dpix  .                     

d  .q`q§w¤h§a mixb cec l¤y mixed                     

dpixe ,dp §tc ,cec Eh §q¤cdhiq §x¤aipE`a mih§p  .                     

Reading Hebrew is a skill that takes a lot of practice.  
You can speed your progress by using the audio that
accompanies this textbook
Reading aloud is always a good idea.

Hint: Some of the /shva/  vowel symbols have been left out.

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12
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Listen to this audio to see if you answered  correctly.

x§wl ©r¥cei in`e?

Answer the questions zel ¥̀ §yd lr zeprl dywa§a-   2.3.4
These questions are based on dialogue §2.1.

1 ?cec cnl dn .                                                         
2?zixar `exw¦l r¥cei cec m¦̀ d .                                                      

3ixar aezk¦l r¥cei cec .z ?                                                             

4 ?az§kin azk cec m¦̀ d .                                                             

5 dŸti` .d?cec ly mixed                                                                 

6?dwix¤n`a in .                                                                            

7?xeq¤text in .                                                                              

8?aEyg mc` in .                                                                           

9 z` zrcei dpix m¦̀ d .dl`?zia-                                               

10?`n`e `a`l azkin azk in .                                                  

11¥̀  .i?milyexi dt                                                                         

12 ? zixar rcei `l cec dnl  .                                                     

Asking Questions 2.3.5
There are a number of words that are used in the exercise above to
start a question.  

How many different words can you find?  

Question number two uses the "written question mark"  m¦̀ d .  

As you can see from question three, it is not necessary to use m`d
and it is usually omitted in conversation.

Question number twelve starts with dnl (why).  The answer can often begin

with the word i¦M - “because”.  For example:

  z ¤x¤a§gna azk Ÿ̀l l`EnyiM  aez§kl r¥cei `l `Ed (to write).zixar§a 
or you can start with the answer when replying:  iM.zixara aez§kl r¥cei `l `Ed 
Shmuel didn’t write in the notebook because he doesn’t know how to write in Hebrew.
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 dywa§a§ll¥Mz§q¦d

   miy¥b§c and   wEcwic-d   2.4

 Reminder about  miy¥b§c and about d at the end of a word.

 1.  The letters  t   k   a  are read as /b/  /k/ /p/ when they appear at the beginning of a word

as though they were written with a y¥bc.  In a fully pointed text you will actually see the

y¥bc in these letters but usually the dots are omitted.

2.  The letter d is pronounced /h/ at the beginning and in the middle of a word but
not at the end of a word.  At the end of the word the d only indicates a vowel
sound (usually /ah/, sometimes /eh/ ).  In these cases, the d is not pronounced.

 Listen and Follow Along Silently - d`ix §w lib §xz  2.4.1
Read this exercise together in class and then repeat it as homework. Listen to the
audio or your instructor and respond to the prompts:

This exercise provides practice in training your eye to follow as you
hear Hebrew sounded,  You are not expected to understand the meaning
of all of these words.  Train your eye to follow as the words are read.
Note the use of yood, vahv, and final heh to indicate vowels.

Eq ,qEqqEqd ,dq,dzik ,dlit ,lit ,
,dng ,mg ,oc ,oekizd mid ,mi ,mei
,lecb ,dph §w ,ohw ,oniq ,lr ,dcear
eq ,iz§azk ,azk ,az§kin ,dlec§b,

EnlE` ,lmixed ,dxez L§l¤y ,il¤y ,i

Practice Reading  -  d`ix §w lib §xz  2.4.2
 Look carefully as you proceed! When the audio “dings” read the first
sentence aloud, then listen to it being read.  After the next “ding” read the
next sentence aloud and then listen to it being read. Continue until done.

.1   z ¤̀ gky ocddlin.

.2  aia`-l¥z§a dxb dpix l¤y dcecd.

.3  .zix§ar ©r¥cei `l `Ed§e ce`§n x¥dn z¤x¤Ac§n `id
 ©gEl oi ¥̀§e iic¦n dlec§b dziMdAdziM .4
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* In a closed, unaccented
syllable this symbol  is
pronounced /oh/.

THE COMPLETE SET OF VOWEL MARKS  - cEwipd  2.5

Modern Hebrew is usually written without vowel marks )cEwip( . See §1.3

 Hebrew Spelling zixara zEi`-    2.5.1

You will encounter Hebrew words outside this book that are spelled differently from
the spelling rules followed here.  Modern Hebrew spelling is in a transitional phase
moving away from a style that was closer to "biblical" spelling. It has not yet
stabilized completely.  This textbook is more consistent in its use of the yood and
vahv as vowel letters, than some of the more conservative Israeli writers.  It is still
common to find Israelis who adhere to a spelling style that is closer to the spelling
used in a fully pointed, i.e. fully vowel-marked text.  They refrain from writing a
yood or vahv in places where we have chosen to employ these newer spelling
strategies

Nevertheless, you will find that in this textbook, we too, have occasionally chosen to
maintain a conservative spelling.  For example in the short words "if "  m¦̀ and "with"

mr , personal names and the word zixar.

 Vowel marks and vowel sounds - cEwipd  2.5.2

As you have learned, Hebrew has five  vowel sounds: /ah/ /eh/ /ih/ /oh/ /oo/.
However, there are more than five symbols to represent these vowel sounds.
As the chart below shows, there are a number of different symbols which

today represent the same vowel sound.  The reasons for this situation are historical
and need not be discussed here.  For now, you only need to  know that the different
vowel symbols listed in each row of the chart are pronounced alike.
The alef is not a silent letter. It is used to represent a vowel. When written with
nikkud the alef /`/  has the sound of the nikkud (vowel) symbol associated with it.

                                  Vowel Sound                 Hebrew Symbols

©̀£̀῭=/ah/

¤̀¡̀¥̀=/eh/

¦̀i ¦̀=/ih/ee/

e`Ÿ`’̀*‘̀*=/oh/

E`ª̀  =/oo/

 §A=     (Example: when the shva is pronounced.)    /beh/ 

For the names of the vowel symbols, see Appendix D.
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The shva:  The Symbol for "No Vowel" - §yee`    2.5.3

The shvah is used in two ways:

1)    To indicate a cluster of consonants: two consecutive consonants (in the same
syllable) with no vowel between them.

i¦l§M/klee/utensil

mz̈ §q/stahm/merely

yex§A/brohsh/cypress

Without the §yee`  in the last word, you might have read it /bah-rohsh/ (inserting a

vowel between the a and the x.

When the sequence of sounds in the cluster make it difficult or impossible to not
prnounce a vowel between the consonants, then the shva is pronounced like /eh/.  For
example: Ek §xy    /reh-xush/  “possessions” or   b§k  eo  /keh-gohn/ “for example”. 

2)  To mark a closed syllable:  FM§ln    /mahl-koh/ not /mah-lah/xoh/

Note:  The final  j  can also have vowel marks: K  or L . Note that here the

vowel marks are not below the letter.  K¥n§y dn      L§n¦y dn

Building Vocabulary -   milin xve`  2.5.4   

Use with Software Chapter 2:5 “Vocabulary for Speaking and Writing”
Name the Pictured Objects.  Pay special attention to your vowel pronunciation.

az§kin EA §waw  ¤q¤M x ¤t¥q

¤A§gn¤xz  xiy  h¥roextir
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